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Installing CamPac 3-D Printed Cooling Fan mounting Plate with Fan  
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Overview 

 Instructions are provided as a guide for the installer of 3-D printed CamPac fan mounting plate with electric 
cooling fan for the American Main Line (AML) brand GP60 “G” (1/29) scale Diesel locomotive.  

 The installer is to have access to tools and have a modicum of skill for the installation of parts.   

 Tools needed include Phillips type P1 screwdriver with 4 inch or longer shank and long reach needle nose pliers. 

 The installer is to obtain electric cooling fan having 32mm mounting hole centers. (an example to be illustrated) 

 Included items are CamPac plate (1); Flathead screw #2-56 x 5/8” long (2); Flat washer 5/16” OD, 1/8” hole (2); Self-

threading screw M2 x 15mm long (2)- all illustrated below. 
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An example 5vdc electric cooling fan obtainable via Amazon is illustrated below. 

This example fan includes a connector with wires too short to reach within the chassis, so a mating connector 

could be used with longer wires, or cut off the connector and splice in longer wires. If 5vdc operating voltage is 

not suitable for a given application, a different model will be needed but have 32mm mounting hole centers. 
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Shown below is the example fan connector and power wires.
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   Separate Body Shell from 

Chassis - so it can be set   

upside down beside chassis. 

There is no need to unplug 

wire connectors. 
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. 

Mount CamPac fan plate with 

electric cooling fan – following 

the A to F sequence shown. 

The body shell connectors do 

not have to be unplugged  from 

the chassis. 

When done installing fan 

assembly and reconnecting rear 

light board PWB plug (and 

wherever Fan is to be 

connected for power) re-install 

body shell being careful not to 

pinch any wires. 


